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What We 
Hoped to 
Learn 
 

Although our interview    
protocol consisted of eleven 
questions, the questions were 
designed to discover the   
following themes:  

 
1) Origins and connection to 
TBA  

2) Experience and            
involvement within the TBA 
community  

3) Challenges in family life in 
Los Angeles  

4) Thoughts, desired        
outcomes and concerns for 
future engagement in TBA. 

Summary Report:  
Over the course of two months, Youth Learning and Engagement 
(YLE) conducted interviews with 13 Temple Beth Am members with 
children in the Day School, grades Gesher (Pre-K) through 2nd Grade 
 

This specific campaign strove to elicit responses about the needs for 

building community amongst families with young children in the Day 

School who recently (within the past three years) transitioned from the 

ECC into the Day School. Through one-on-one interviews aimed to 

discover the concerns of parents and unleash their passions to promote 

their increased involvement and excitement about Jewish engagement 

through the Temple Beth Am synagogue. The staff and lay leadership 

of YLE hoped to develop a clearer understanding of where YLE is not 

yet could be providing meaningful engagement for family with young 

children in Gesher through 2nd grade. 

 

This report presents an analysis of the campaign’s findings, and       

implications for YLE and TBA. Some elements have been modified to 

maintain anonymity. 



Reflections  

on  

Opportunities 

Summary: There are many     

parents interested in engaging 

meaningfully with their children 

and friends in Jewish               

experiences. They are open to 

Shabbat morning, if the          

experience is relevant, valuable 

and comfortable for their family. 

They are also open to other 

types of engagement, including 

experiences at home, in nature 

and at other times within the 

synagogue space. 

 

Parents expressed a specific  

desire for holiday-based         

experiences, and even a desire 

for Shabbat afternoon             

programming. People care   

deeply about creating a         

community with others who 

share their values, and see    

Temple Beth Am as a safe space 

for their family to moderate their 

individual differences and      

experience Judaism with others 

from different backgrounds and 

approaches. 

On Shabbat morning, there are multiple points of interests: 

 Some Parents want to join pre-existing services, especially to hear a sermon 

or learn from clergy. 

 Parents love the idea of kids participating in the pre-existing services 

(dressing the Torah, following the Torah around the sanctuary while 

they hold mini-Torahs, etc.). 

 Other parents expressed interest in semi-regular “family” services during 

which parents could participate in services with kids. There is a range of  

opinions as to what proportion of the service should be focused on the 

child’s versus the parent’s experience. 

 Most parents recognize the value in having Shabbat experiences designed 

primarily for kids, during which parents can enjoy their kids experiencing 

Shabbat. They don’t want to commit to participating in this type of service on 

a regular basis, most prefer something quarterly, citing the pattern of Shir 

Shabbat’s offering for ECC aged children and families. 

 Some mentioned the desire for this type of experience to lead to 

space and time for separate adult-only and kid-only learning around a 

shared theme or topic. 

 Parents expressed interest in services targeting kids of a certain age/grades. 

They shared that the likelihood that both their friends and their kids’ friends 

might be there would increase their likelihood to commit to participation. 

Beyond Shabbat, parents expressed other desired options: 

 Parents shared that they would like quality and well-supervised holiday      

programming for kids to experience with their parents. They particularly   

referenced interest in designed programs on Rosh Hashanah Day 1, Sukkot 

days when Pressman Academy has no school and Simchat Torah day.  

 Some parents mentioned a desire for family Shabbat afternoon experiences to 

bring the whole community together, maybe leading into Havdallah. 

 Many parents mentioned the desire to connect with others in the community 

on Sunday, ideally off the TBA campus. 

 Ideas included hikes, beach day, pancake breakfast, weeknight BBQ, 

Havdalah and dessert (in winter) 

 Other parents desired opportunity for shared activities during the 

week, such as volunteering together helping people less fortunate, in 

activities such as preparing/serving dinner at a soup kitchen, 

etc.  They also thought it would be nice to make Shabbat meals    

together or bake challah on Thursday night. 



Reflections on Challenges and Obstacles 
Adult Services 

 Parents expressed that their own experiences with the      

services offered were not fulfilling or inspiring, they         

specifically mentioned the sermons, type of music, and the 

abundance of Hebrew liturgy. 

 Parents struggled to find the right service for their own     

participation, often feeling out of place either because of 

background (for example they didn’t grow up Conservative) 

or because they converted to Judaism. 

Shabbat Yeladim 

 Parents find it challenging to utilize Shabbat Yeladim as 

childcare or as an attractive learning experience to draw their 

kids to participate.   Further, their kids don’t see Shabbat 

Yeladim as a place to find friends because “no other kids 

their age are there.”  

Motivating kids 

 Parents find it challenging to motivate kids who complain 

about coming, even if the program has a great design. Kids 

don’t want to leave the house in the first place, and then, 

once at shul, they whine and they won’t go to childcare, so 

what’s the point. 

Experience of coming back to campus on Shabbat Morning 

is complicated and tiring 

 Many are already in the building five days a week, especially 

parents who are staff or very active volunteers. 

 For families who do not live within a close proximity to Beth 

Am, they find that they make the drive from the west side 

Monday through Friday, and they don’t want to do it again 

on Saturday.  

 Parents find that the hassle they experience once they make 

the effort to come is not worth it because of supervision and 

quality of  experience concerns. 

 Parents are concerned that it does not feel right to be at work 

all week, and then on the weekends take kids to shul, only to 

drop them off in a kids-only service and not spend time with 

them…again. 

 When families attempt to participate in synagogue            

programming, they find they don’t necessarily have           

connections to others in attendance that day. 

Communication 

 Parents felt there was too much confusing and conflicting 

information from school and shul. 

 Parents don’t perceive they are surveyed after events or    

programs occur. Parents would also like faculty to be       

included in the design and review process. 

 

Summary: Parents expressed real distress 
about the experience and prospect of 
bringing their children to services on 
Shabbat morning. There is tension within 
many families between the desire to have 
experiences that cater to their needs 
(whether within services or in social time), 
have their children properly supervised, 
and their desire to join their kids in experi-
ences catered to their kids interests and 
interaction with their friends. Parents find 
it difficult to rely on the current program-
matic offerings. Additionally, the culture 
for how kids currently operate in the shul 
outside of kids’ programming and services 
serves as a deterrent for participation. 

Parents want to be able to expect that pro-
gramming and family focused experiences 
will prove to be relevant enough to moti-
vate their kids’ participation, and their 
friend’s participation. Without confidence 
in the relevance of the programs and the 
likelihood their kids’ friends will show up, 
parents are less willing to “drag” their kids 
to Beth Am on the weekend. In addition, 
parents expressed frustration about the 
confusing barrage of information delivered 
by the schools and temple that often are 
riddled with errors and are conflicting. 
Even when they overcome these challeng-
es and do participate, they find their voices 
are not sought out for feedback on pro-
gram quality, design, and/or revision. 



Reflections on Concerns 

Summary: As parents invested in the Day 
School who desire to see their synagogue and 
communal involvement increase,  Parents 
wish that Pressman Academy’s leadership 
and staff would provide clearer and more 
positive messaging and support for           
engagement in the larger Temple Beth Am 
community. They want to know why the 
ECC does not initiate a more pronounced 
link to the synagogue, and would like the 
Day School to do a better job of transitioning 
families into the shul as they move from the 
ECC into Kindergarten. 
 
Parents restrain themselves from investing 
more effort and will into making Shabbat 
and synagogue participation a priority      
because they are concerned that the other 
families and children they and their children 
are comfortable with won’t be there with 
them. When parents participate in a shul 
program, their likelihood of making the ef-
fort to return has been mitigated due to the 
perception that the program itself was not 
aligned with the audience it was promoted 
to. Parents also found that they did not know 
or have the ability to give feedback when 
they did not experience the program, or   
talent involved, as having the quality      
standards they have come to expect,         
particularly from Pressman Academy.      
Especially distressful was coming to a      
program and experiencing a great deal of 
chaos and disorderly children, and finding 
the talent ill-equipped to manage the space 
appropriately. 
 
Given that most families come with parents 
from different backgrounds, and kids of    
different ages, they find the current offerings 
challenging to satisfy the whole family.   
Coming alone makes them feel vulnerable to 
complaining children who won’t be happy or 
will be unsupervised.  . When they do make 
the effort to come, they want to ensure they 
have time to socialize and engage with other 
parents, but the lack of supervision during 
social time, like a lunch after a program, 
makes that impossible. When they come to 
experience services as adults, they are      
unclear who is responsible for their children, 
themselves or the synagogue. They want to 
know that if they do come to pray, or hear a 
sermon, and their kids are coming in and out 
of a service, they will both be safe outside of 
the service and/or not looked down upon 
when coming in and out. 

Day School Support 

 Parents would like the DS to encourage their participation in 
shul engagement. They would also love to hear from school 
leadership, such as the Judaic principal, School Rabbi and Judaic 
staff to encourage and advocate for shul engagement. 

 Parents suggested a concerted effort to promote      
increased shul engagement as families transition their 
kids from the ECC into the DS. 

Concerns for Participation 

 When parents do come to shul, they don’t find it clear the times 
and spaces they or the shul assumes responsibility for their kids. 

 Parents are afraid they won’t be able to engage or connect with 
other adults because they are too busy chasing their kids around 
the building or worrying about their kids safety in under or   
non-supervised spaces. They ideally see the time they spend 
coming to shul as a time meant to connect meaningfully with 
other adults, rather than worrying about their kids’ safety. 

 Parents find it difficult to bring children of multiple ages,      
especially when coming for designed programming for one   
specific age  demographic. They wish there were alternative  
programming options or appropriately staggered programming. 

 Parents felt that driving back and forth to Beth Am between 
school pickups and shul programming was too cumbersome, 
even on  Fridays, when they would come back for Shir        
Shabbat. They want there to be childcare or lighter               
programming between the end of the school day and the start of 
a shul program. Many referenced the most recent Purim night as 
an example. 

Fit for the whole family 

 Interviewees expressed the need for space and programs acces-
sible for spouses with different backgrounds and kids of       
different ages. 

 With so much to choose from, parents are not sure what to 
choose. They want help finding their way through the multiple 
options    available on Shabbat morning and want to be guided 
to the right one. 

Quality of experience 

 Parents are not sure if they can expect the quality of experience 
they desire. Many suggested that clergy could lead more Shabbat         
experiences for families (instead of/in addition to Josh, Mike 
and Francine), as this would increase their confidence in the 
program’s quality.  

 Many parents feel that most activities and programs seem     
targeted at families and children in the ECC. 

 Some parents expressed appreciation for specific shul wide          
programming, like Shabbat Under the Stars, but they indicated 
that the experience felt like a “balagan” because of the reduced 
or non-existent level of supervision provided for children. 

Involvement 

 Parents don’t find they know about or have access to the    
committees or working groups addressing needs for their      
families. When parents are aware, they struggle with being    
available at times meetings take place. 

 



Feelings about Listening Campaign 

Summary:  Both the interviewees and the interviewers who participated in this listening campaign found the    
experience to be very powerful. Deeper connections were made between those who sat down to discuss their  
stories. Deeper understand of needs were expressed and heard. The people listened to really appreciated being 
reached out to and heard. Many of them discovered for the first time what Youth Learning and Engagement was 
within the synagogue structure, and appreciated that it cared about their stories and desires. Quite a few felt   
motivated and hungry to find a way to address the opportunities, challenges and concerns they expressed in their 
interviews. 

Outcomes for Listening Campaign 

 Pressman Academy responsible for making parents aware of YLE committees and how to get involved. 

 Pressman Academy to actively encourages families in the ECC and Day School to engage in synagogue activities. 

Pressman Academy can provide training and supporting materials to teachers to promote relevant opportunities to 

children and parents in their classes. 

 Pressman Academy (ECC and Day School) to coordinate with YLE to create and share opportunities to connect 

with and engage families graduating from the ECC. 

 Pressman Academy and TBA leadership will continue efforts to support staff integration and communication be-

tween the School and the Temple office. With continued coordination and regular communication, the dissemination 

of critical information on relevant opportunities will be relayed to day school students and parents. 

 YLE to design and schedule three to four Shabbat morning experiences specifically designed for K-2nd grade children 

for parents and children to experience together. Possible programming elements include themes, time for separate 

adult and child activities and social/meal time (with supervision provided for children). 

 YLE to work with Clergy to design and promote holiday based programming throughout Tishrei, especially on Rosh 

Hashanah Day 1, but also on Sukkot Chag and Simchat Torah. These programs should be focused on kids, but intend-

ed to include parents for some portion, and include engaging activities and supervision. 

 YLE to hire a curriculum designer to work with Reut to develop substantive curriculum to be used by trained staff 

during Shabbat Yeladim. In addition, defined schedules need to be created, including opportunities for children of dif-

ferent ages to join and participate to some degree in adult services. 

 YLE to develop a committee to connect with families and guide them in discovering and engaging in the TBA com-

munity and its programming. This committee will continuously collect feedback on programs and systems and work 

with YLE staff and TBA clergy and staff to improve programs and systems. 

 YLE to organize Sunday and weeknight based activities to foster social connection and build communal experiences. 

These can include more casual encounters, such as a hike, or tikkun olam activities like Tomchei Shabbat and Sova, or 

ritual opportunities like making a Shabbat meal together and baking Challah. 

 YLE to coordinate with Pressman Academy’s Judaic principal and school Rabbi to determine effective ways to 

crossover academic learning to youth and family programming. 

 YLE to consider extending Shabbat engagement beyond Shabbat morning to include opportunities on Shabbat after-

noon either at TBA or off-site. 

 Senior Staff to review policies and communication of policies for children joining parents in services and opting to 

leave service without direct supervision. 

 TBA to designate opportunities for clergy to be a regular and committed presence and/or facilitator of programming 

targeting families and children, especially on Shabbat and holidays. These would be great opportunities to promote to 

Day School parents. 



2016-2017 Family Engagement Schedule 

 10/3/16    Rosh Hashanah Day 1 Family Service (Grades: Gesher-3rd) 

 10/15/16    B”M Cohort Gathering 

 10/17/16    Sukkah Neighborhood Program (Afternoon) 

 10/25/16    Family Simchat Torah Activity (During Torah Reading) 

 5/12-14/17   Family Shabbaton @ Camp Ramah 

 

. . . Winter & Spring Program Dates Coming Soon! 

 

Rabbi Yechiel Hoffman, EDD, Director, Youth Learning & Engagement 

Lisa Clumeck, JLC Education Director, Co-Director of Camp Keshet  

Reut Sklar, Youth Coordinator, Co-Director of Camp Keshet  

Farrah Noah, Operations Coordinator 
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